
Peer Conferencing Guidelines: Essay 2 
 
Many of you have probably done something called “peer editing” or “peer review” before, and 
you probably did not like it all that much.  For those of you new to peer review, it is an activity 
where everyone in the group reads each others’ paper drafts and makes comments on those 
drafts that are supposed to help the writer improve the paper.  This often does not go very well, 
since students sometimes become reluctant or unable to give each other useful feedback on 
their papers.   
 
Peer conferencing—which is what we are going to do—is different.  You still read and comment 
on each others’ paper drafts, but I am going to join your group when you meet to talk about your 
papers.  I am going to be there so that I can facilitate the discussion, answer questions when 
they come up, and offer my own feedback to each of you.  Still, the responsibility for the majority 
of comments made in the peer conference lies with you, the student.  If I do all the talking, then 
you do not get the benefits of participating. 
 
The assumption here is that you learn by doing.  Sure, it will be nice for other people to give you 
helpful comments on your own paper, but you will learn much more about writing by 
commenting on other peoples’ papers.  Commenting on someone else’s paper (which is often 
easier than doing it to your own) gives you practice at the skills you will need to use on your own 
work.  That is, the effort you spend commenting on a peer’s paper will pay off in your own 
increased abilities. 
 
In commenting on each others’ work, it is important that you focus on content rather than 
surface-level mechanical errors.  That is, your job is not to proofread.  Rather, your main job 
here is to consider the choices that each writer has made, to offer feedback about those choices 
(Were they effective choices?  Why, or why not?), and to present alternative choices that the 
writer might adopt.   
 
Some questions and guidelines (based on the evaluative criteria for the assignment): 

• How well does the essay identify and describe focal points related to the fieldsite?  Is 
there enough detail?  Do the descriptions give you a clear mental picture of the spaces 
or artifacts? 

• How does the author analyze or interpret the meanings of those focal points?  Are these 
interpretations convincing?  Are claims about their meaning backed up with evidence 
from the fieldsite? 

• What is the larger claim or point that the author is trying to make here?  How well do the 
descriptions and analysis of focal points contribute to that larger claim? 

• Where were you confused or lost while reading the draft?   
• Please do not proofread the drafts, but note any patterns of error that the author might 

need to work on.   
 

Conference Meeting Date and Time:________________ 


